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Session #0: Genius Camp Spring 2017  

Description: During the Genius Camp, students are introduced to core design concepts and technologies they will use in subsequent studios through a series of focussed design problems and associated technical

instruction. 

Coaches: Spyridon Ampanavos, Myrna Ayoub, Tsung-Han Robin Hsieh, Andrew Todd Marcus, Rosa Weinberg 

Session #1: Dog++  

Description: In this studio, students create responsive objects that are automative or/and connected through long distance. These objects will accompany with dogs when they are in the home alone. 

Project 'Doggy Kong Dispenser': A fun and interactive dog treat dispenser that entertains, trains, and rewards your dog using fetching and feeding techniques. 

Focus: Technology 

Methodology: Industrial Design, Software Development, Robotics, Mechanical Design 

Coaches: Spyridon Ampanavos, Tsung-Han Robin Hsieh 

Comments for Student: You worked hard and did a great job in this studio. You were very good at receiving feedback, produced several iterations and prepared an engaging and comprehensive presentation. You

became a lot more comfortable in Rhino 2d-3d and in Fusion 360. You also advanced your prototyping skills and produced a re�ned model by the end. In your group you tended to imagine some parts of your project

without sketching or making complete versions, which slowed you down in the process, so keep as one thing to remember that you can only solve a design if it �rst exists in some way (sketch, drawing, physical or digital

model). 

Session #2: Breaking Bread  

Description: A collaborative performance between the students of NuVu and Lee Cusack, a U/X designer who has Spastic Quadriplegic Cerebral Palsy. Breaking Bread explores the fundamental human biological and

social activities of cooking, eating, and sharing food through the creation of a new cuisine and ritual culture around eating. 

Project 'Breaking Bread': The goal of our project was to show that people can adapt to make people with disabilities feel more accepted. Our group created tools to make eating easier for someone with cerebral palsy

and shared and performed an intimate meal in front of a large audience.  

Project 'Leelandic Table': Fourteen customized chairs that create one universal height for everyone in the room. The tray tables are attached for food and other objects to be placed on, but also to connect the circle as

one. 

Focus: Social Impact, Performance, Multimedia Art, Food, Critical Theory

Methodology: Empathy, Writing, Storytelling, Mechanical Design, Industrial Design, Documentary 

Coaches: Lee Cusack, Jenny Kinard, Andrew Todd Marcus, Mark Vann 

Comments for Student: You had a great studio and had strong ideas and concepts throughout. Your mechanical ability is truly outstanding and watching you problem solve on your own was impressive. In designing the

stool pieces you were particularly resourceful and focused leading your entire group with your ideas, prototyping ability and work ethic.  

Session #3: Juxtapose 3  

Description: In collaboration with renowned choreographer Heidi Latsky, students will design wearables for an installation for performers which  express aspects of the performer’s passion or character trait, or an

experience they have had. This installation uses fashion as a tool of social justice aiming to celebrate the beauty of difference. In Juxtapose 3 students will have the added challenge to create works that move and/or

move with the dancer and are space saving for storage.\n 

Project 'Helping Meredith Fly': A wearable created for modern dancer, Meredith, who is apart of Heidi Latsky's dance company located in New York City. It is a skirt that is meant to represent �ight by replicating the

motion of wind �owing through fabric. 

Focus: Technology, Social Impact, Performance, Multimedia Art, Fashion 

Methodology: Wearable Design, Mechanical Design, Industrial Design, Empathy 

Coaches: Spyridon Ampanavos, Jenny Kinard 

Comments for Student:You did a great job during this studio. You explored many interesting ideas and went through several iterations. Good job at taking feedback and critiquing your own designs. Your ideas and

decisions were well thought. You had to take leadership in your group and worked really hard despite your partner's often absences. In the end you prepared and engaging and comprehensive presentation. 

Session #4: Open Innovation Spring 2017  

Description: In this studio, students either formulated concepts for projects of their own choosing or chose existing projects to develop further. Groups developed project schedules and requirements for their designs

and actively sought resources, skills, and expertise required to bring their ideas fruition.  

Project 'Helping Meredith Fly': A wearable created for modern dancer, Meredith, who is apart of Heidi Latsky's dance company located in New York City. It is a skirt that is meant to represent �ight by replicating the

motion of wind �owing through fabric. 

Focus: Mixed Studio 

Coaches: Spyridon Ampanavos, Tsung-Han Robin Hsieh, Jenny Kinard, Aaron Laniosz, Andrew Todd Marcus, Ryan Nixon, Anjali Patel, David Wang, Rosa Weinberg 

Comments for Student: You did great during this period. You were thoughtful and engaged. You have become very familiar with the design process. Your Rhino skills are also pretty good at this point, and you start

gaining a deeper understanding of the software. Make sure you have your voice heard when you get feedback, and don't hesitate to disagree when you feel you should. 

For each studio and description below there are accompanying tags for the Thematic Focus of the studio (which indicates the overall studio context) and the Design Methodologies (which

describes the critical and practical approach to �nding solutions.) Students are evaluated on both Design Skills and Subject Skills. All studios explicitly integrate all NuVu Design Skills

which re�ect the basic tools for effective ideation, collaboration, design process, self‐awareness, documentation and presentation for which students receive feedback. Subject Skills

represent speci�c technical skills for which students showed pro�ciency in a particular Studio.


